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1Abstract
Data are presented from an experiment designed to explore the spatial and temporal
structure of the Aguas Curnt and Retroflexion by direct means. Included are the
current meter results from 10 moonngs in the Retroflexion region, CTD stations occupiect
on the deployment crWse in 1985, data from satelte traced (ARGOS) freely drfting
surace buoys and numerous images of the se sunace temperatur.
In addition, this report includes a floppy dik on which ca be found the one-day
average curents, the path of the Aguas Curent, CTD stations in "Live Atlas" format,
SST frontal analyses (Chassignet and Olsn, perona communcation) as well as programs
written in QuickBASIC which alow one to acces and display these observtions. The
programs are stored in ASCII and can be ru under the Microsft QuickBasic (Version 4.0
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Thi volume is the 42nd in a sees of tecca reports preenting moored curnt
meter and associated data collected by the WHOI Buoy Group. Only the volumes coverig
data gathered since 1978 are listed here. A data diretory and bibliogrphy for the year
1963-1978 ha been published as WHOI techca reort 79-88. A techcal memoradum,
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This report presents data gathered durng the period Februar, 1985 through Febru-
ar, 1987, in the region of the Aguhas Curent and Retroflexion region off southern Africa.
The principal scientific objective of this paricul program has been to observe
the Aguhas Retroflexion system diectly. The Aguas Curent system is the western
boundar cuent for the subtropical gye of the South Indian Ocean. It is a vigorous
narow curent, with typical speeds at the sea surace of 2 m/s or more, extending to the
ocean floor. Like other western boundar curents, the Aguas Curent meanders over a
wide range. In addition, direct estimates of long term mean flow and its vaabilty provide
strong constraints on models of this system. '
A two-year moored curent meter aray spanng the Aguas Retroflexion wa
deployed and recovered between 1985 and 1987. The aray consisted of 10 moorings, with
instruents at four depths, the uppermost instruent at a nomial depth of 200 m. The
aray spaned the Retroflexion from a region where the Aguas is closely confed to
the continental rie to the far western edge of the circulation. Durng the deployment
cruise, the fit detailed surey of the path of the Aguas Curent (as defed by the
15° isotherm at 200-m depth) was made, from the continental rise to the Aguas Plateau,
approximately 1800 km in length. 'On the recover crse, a detailed surey was cared
out of the upper ocean density structure in the southwest "comer" of the Retroflexion,
using a towed undulating CTD, a Seasar from the Intitute of Oceanographic Sciences
Deacon Laboratory, Wormey, U.K.
Data were gathered usng four instruental/measng systems. In section 1, cur-
rent meter data from 10 two-year-long moorings ar presented. In section 2, sea-surfac
temperatur obtained from satelte imagery collected at Harebeeshoek, South Africa are
presented. Thity-three blac and white images were selected and three composite color
images were computed. In section 3, data from 92 CTD stations with vaues for salnity,
potential temperature, dissolved oxygen and geostrophic velocity, ar presented graphi-
caly and in tabular form. In section 4, tracs from nine surace drfters are presented
graphicaly.
Deployment Cruise - RV Thoma& W ruhington:
The deployment of the moored curent meter aray wa cared out on the RV
Thoma& Wruhington. The cruse was designated Marathon Legs 11/12 by Scripps Intitu-
tion of Oceanography. The ship depared Capetown, 20 Febru, 1985, returng briefly
to Capetown on 5 March to load additional equipment for the mooring aray. The second
leg departed Capetown 7 March and retured at the completion of the work on 28 March,
1985. Chas of the mooring locations and the CTD stations ar shown in Figues 1 and
2 of section 1.
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The principal scientific activities of the cnse were the deployment of 10 intermedi-
ate moorings, occupation of 93 ful-depth CTD stations and a detailed surey of the path
of the Aguas Curent, as defied by the locus of the 15°C isotherm at 200-m depth. Six
ARGOS traced surace drters were deployed, one for Robe Chas (WHOI) and the
remaining five for Don Olson (RSMAS, Univerity of Miam). Eac of thes is described
briefly in section 4.
Recovery Cruise - RRS Di"covery
The mooring recovery operation wa caed out on RR Dúcovery, cruse 165a.
After saing from Port Louis, Maurtius 13 March, 1987 Dúcovery steaed for the fist
mooring (843) to be recovered. A deep CTD station was mae at ea mooring location.
After recoverig the second mooring (842), the Seaar wa launched and was towed ap-
proximately parel to the path of the Agu Curent, until we approaed the next
group of moorings. A trac ch frm Re et d. (1987) is shown as Figue 3 (Section 1).
Moorings 841, 840, and 839 wer recoverd. The Sea wa deployed for a threeday ru
to the next mooring (837) while making a section acros the Aguas towad the coast
and then bac out again. Moorings 837, 838, 834, and 835 were reverd and Sea
sections of 17-19 hour rung time were made betwee them. After reverig the fi
moorig, 836, the remaig time was spent towing the Sear. We planed to suey the
Retroflexion region, looking at the structur of the "elbow." As the weather worsned, it
was found that progrss could not be maintaied against the westerly wid and eastward
curent. The Sear wa recoered and the ship heaved to. A fie in the ma engine
room whie hove-to termated the scientific work. The Dúcovery retured to Capetow
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In this section, data from curent meters set on 10 moorings ar presnted, Curnt
measements were obtained from 33 of the 40 instruents set. (See Table 2 for an
assessment of data qualty and Figues 7-26 for velocity, temperature, and pressure plots.)
Moorings:
The ten moorings were desgned and deployed by the WHO! Buoy Group, with four
current meters on eac moorig. Nine of the ten moorigs had a 60-inch syntactic foa ' ,
sphere as the principal buoyancy element at the top of the D:oorig to reuce the overal
drag in the expected large near-suace cuent. The loca topogrphy was determed
prior to launch by usng the ship's Sebea system to complete a detailed suey. The
aids to navigation were generay poor, with the trat system being the most reliable.
In the presence of the often strong Aguas Curt and inconsistent navigation, it wa
diffcult to position the ship efectively to deploy the mooring "on target.". This accounts
for some of the vaations in the "mea" depth of the curent meters from their nominal
depths (this is discussed briefy below under Moorig Perormance).
This mooring aray was the fit one in which sigficat number of moorings (al
10) were deployed for a two-yea perod. This requied modifications to both the curnt
meters and acoustic releass (ea discus below). Given our uncerainty about the
navigation and the suriva of the acoustic relea for a two-yea deployment, we included
an acoustic tranonder on ea mooring, located at approxtely 2000 m depth. All
ten of the moorings were recovered in 1987 aboad the RR Di&co'fery. One of the ten
(mooring 840) had pared in the fist shot of the Kevla near 2250 m depth. A microscopic
analysis was performed on the end retured from sea, and it was reported that "a shar
object cut it - perhaps fibite" (Bryce Prindle, persnal communcation). The moorigs
that were in the major par of the Agu Curt (839, 838, 842) showed considerable
wear on the shaes and other hardwar clos to the attacent of the syntactic foam
sphere to the mooring wi.
Mooring Performance:
The perormance of the moorings in the strong Agu Curent wa signcatly
poorer than had been anticipated by the mooring desgn progr. Typicaly a factor of
2-3 in the ratio between the obsered dip of the uppermost instruent and that calculted
by the mooring design program NOYFB (Moller, 1976) for the' observed curnt velocities
was see. A study is underay to estimate appropriate drg cocients by fitting the
performance data in a leat squar se (Luyten and 1\pper, in prearation).
To prepe the reea for a two-year deployment, al cicuts were powered by
lithium batteries. The capacity of the bacup pinger batteries wa increaed (22 v to
45 v), and the pinger circuit curent wa closly scrtinze and components changed to
obtain the lowest possible curnt drai in a quiescet state. Likewise, the receiver circuit
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was tuned so that curent drain was minimzed and battery life extended. An extended
duration test of simlar lithium batteries (bottom moorig 832, off Hawaii) showed that
they performed after four year in the water.
The tranponder placed on eac mooring at approximately 2000 m, to act as a back-
up for the release transponders, proved worthwhile. On the revery cruse, two releass
failed to tranpond, but fied on command after the bacup tranponder had indicated the
mooring was in position. Double anodes were used on the outer cas of the releass, to
extend corrosion protection.
In September, 1988, the sphere from the pared mooring (840) wa reported beached
in western Australa, in the Abrolhos Island grup (29°S, 114°E, near Geraldton). It was
subsequently shipped bac to WHO!. Moorig locations ar shown in Figue 1 and in
Table 1. Mooring 840 was only parialy recovered (see above). Details of the moorigs
are shown in diagrams, located on row G of the fiche, and one is duplicated as Figue 4.
The depths of the instruents were computed using program NOYFB (Moller, 1976) and
are shown in Tables 2 and 3.
Table 3 gives pressure and depth inormation for the upper instruents. It should
be noted that the depths for all instruents on mooring 835 were adjusted. A discrepancy
of approximately 300 m wa seen between the presue record and the computed NOYFB
depth. It was determned that a shot of wire ha not been put in the mooring lie.
Apparnt discrepancies between "caculated" (NOYFB) and "observed" (most frequent)
pressures can be attributed to mean curents tiling the moorings and increasing the mean
depth of the intruents.
Current Meters:
The moorings in the aray were instruented with burst sampling (Model 850)
and vector averaging (V ACM) curent meters. They use a Savonius rotor to measure the
curent speed and are coupled in-line on the moorings. They provide a measure of the
speed and direction of the curents and, with calbrated thermstors, water temperature.
A crystal-controlled time reference accurate to within one second per day is synchnized
with UTC (Universel Temps Coordonne) before launch and the accrued error recorded
after recovery.
The only modication for the two-year deployment was the use of lithium batteries.
However, with recent information avalable from a two-yea GuH Stream aray, alne
batteries were found to perform satisfactorily. Magnetic tape length (~ 400 feet) and
recording interv (30 minutes for V ACMs ) were chosn so meaements could be recorded
for two years. A one-hour recording rate wa chosen for model 850 curent meters.
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The model 850 curent meter, originaly built by Geodyne, meaures in a burt
samplig mode descrbed by Webster (1968). Thes ealy instruents were extensively
modified at WHOI in the mid-1970s to take advatage of newly developed low-power
integrated-circut techology and a new ser-bea desgn. The basc burst samplig
technique was not changed. At a pre-seected time interv, which can be set to any bina
multiple of 7.5 miutes, the instruent tur on and begins reording a seuence of strobes
(either 7, 15, or 23). These data ar rerded on magetic tape. It then tur off until
the beginnng of the next record. The fit strobe contai temperature information, the
second contains the time, and the remainder of the strobes ar pairs of rotor counts and
compass/vae readngs. Eac strobe of rotor count is accuulted over 5.19 seconds and
is paired with instantaneous compass and vae saples. Valdes (1977) included a more
detailed discussion of the WHOI COS/MOS 850 curent meter. For the Aguas ary,
the strobe rate wa set to seven and the recording interv to one hour.
By the early 1970's, engieers at WHOI had developed a vector-averaging curnt
meter which is now commonly know as the VACM. Buit by AMF Sea-Lin System (now
EG&G Ocean Products), the VACM continuously sum vector increents of water :8ow
sensed by the rotor and vae. At reguar interv, set prior to deployment, it then rerds
on a magetic tape casette the accuulated eat-west and north-south velocities as a
par of the data record. McCuloug (1975) discussed calbration of the vector averaging
curent meter and its reording techque.
Some V ACMs averge temperatur over the entire reording interv to an accuy
of about O.01°C (Payne et al., 1976). By 1980, a modification had been developed which
permtted up to four vaables in addition to curt data to be rerded in a time-shaed
or multiplexed (MX) mode. Many of the VACMs meaured temperatur and presue
in the aray, eac averaging over one-ha of the record interv. The multiplex circut
temperatur meaurement is accurte to about .006°C. Pressure is measured to about
0.1% or 3 decibars for a standad 3000 decba tranducer. Preure and temperature
sensors ar recabrated betwee deployments.
Data Processing:
Data from instruent casettes or carridges were traered to VAX disk. Two
methods were usd; either traner through an ARl interace or reng to 9-trac tape
on an LSI-11 computer followed by traer frm tape to VAX disc. The data were then
reformatted into BUOY format (Tarbel et al., 1988), the time bas checed, and the data
converted to scientifc unts. Then the data qualty (Table 2) was detered, bad data
points were edted out and the data sees were trucated to reove launch and retrieva
tranients. Gaps in the data were linealy interpolated to create an evenly spacd time
series. Thi series is known as the Best Basic Version (BBV) and is the basis for al fuher
-17-
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processing. A low-passed version of the data was created by applying a Gaussian fiter
with a hal-width of 24 hour, then subsampling the fitered sees once a day.
WHOI Buoy Group data are identified by a mooring number, a sequential instru-
ment position number, a letter to indicate the data version and numbers to indicate the
sampling rate. Therefore, 8392B 1800, identifies data from the second instruent on moor-
ing 839. The version number is B and the sampling rate is a record every hal hour
(1800 seconds). 8391BIDG24 is a time series that has had a Gaussian fiter applied to
the first instruent on mooring 839. The fiter has a hal width of 24 hours (G24) and is
subsampled once a day (ID).
Data qualty and other inormation are shown in Table 2. The duration and dates
are for the daily filtered series. Instruent number preceded by an M ar model 850 cur-
rent meters. Numbers preceded by a V are VACMsj if a P follows the number, a presuresensor was used. '
Instruental problems were mostly caused by excessive vibration of the moorig
line in the high curents. Data record 8391 was short due to damage to circuit board
components. Data records 8371 and 8392 were unavalable due to tape-drive malc-
tions. The data for record 8422 is very susect, and the intruent exhbited a high rotor
threshold.
Data Presentation:
Composite plots of 'stick' (curent vectors) and temperatur are shown in Fig-
ures 7-26. Varables versus time plots, histogram, spectral diagram statistics and scat-
terplots are presented on microfiche.
Hißtogram"
The histograms of five vaables ar plotted as percentage of occurences. There
are 50 cells in the x-axs of East component, North component, Speed and Direction. The
x-axs of temperatur has 100 cells.
Progreßßive Vector Plou
Curent vectors frm the basc data series ar placed head-to-tail to show the path
a paricle would have travelled in a perfectly homogeneous flow. The plot begins with an
asterisk followed by anotated triangles at the fist of eac month.
Scatterplou
East and North components from the Gausian fitered time series ar plotted
against each other. The line drawn is the principal axs, the major axis of the ellpse
-18-
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of vaance. The vaues desribing the pricipa axes in the statistica table 8.e not thos
for the principal axes drwn on the plot, becaus the table us the basc sapled data
and the plot us the Gaussian fitered data. When presure wa measd, plots of
tempeatur vs. presu and spee vs. presur ar shown.
Spectra
Plots of auto-spectra for the east component of velocity, the north component of
velocity, the temperature, and the pressure ar show. FUher inormation about the
program used to create thes plots may be found in the WHOI progam report PROSPECT
(Hunt, 1982).
The data is prewhitened and recolore. Program PROSPECT alows averaging in
incrasingly lage grups. Piece lengths ar given in Table 5. The frequency-averaging
sequence for thes data is:
Number of Numbe
Frquencies of Groups








The statistics for ea vaable from the baic time sees and the daly fitere time
series ar prested on fiche. The equations us to derve the statistica pareter ar
desribed by Tabell et ale (1988). In Table 4, the statistics from the daly seres ar




All plots of vaables versus time ar frm the Gaussian fitered series. The 
'stick'plots, which show individual curent vectors along the time scale, are plotted two ways,
one with North up and the other rotated so that Eat is up.
Array Plot"
A schematic of fres, with an ara represeting the location of the aray, is set up.
For a chosen depth level, vectors ar plotted with their base at their instruent location.
In Figu 25, the vectors represent the time-averaged velocities over the duration of the
experiment (or for as long as the instruents perormed). Tick intervs represent 1° of
latitude and 1° of longitude. Vector scaes ar 10 em/see at upper levels and 2.5 em/see at
lower levels. In Figue 26, the vectors ar from measurments at 200 m, subsampled every
tenth day from a gaussian fitered (five-day hal-width) sees. Tick intervs represent
2° of latitude and 2° of longitude, and the vector scale is 20 em/sec.
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Table 1: Mooring Information
Lati- Longi- Deployment Revery
Moorig Depth tude tude mv Date & Time Date & Time
5, # (m) (°5) (OE) (1985) (1987)
8 834 4831 38°01.8' 15°30.9' 25 Feb 23, 066 Feb 15, 0228
9 835 4847 40°07.96' 16°34.6' 25 Feb 25, 1253 Feb 16, 0545
10 836 4864 41 °59.1' 1 io50.0' 26 Feb 26, 1137 Feb 17, 0210
7 837 5092 40°06.4' 19°44.8' 26 Ma 01,047 Feb 12, 1412
6 838 4705 38°01.5' 18°31.3' 25 Ma 09,0549 Feb 13, 1529
5 839 4620 3io52.74' 21 °08.54' 26 Mar 10, 1003 Feb 09, 1257
4 84 5257 38°34.5' 23°07.7' 26 Ma 11, 0753 Feb 08, 1924
3 841 5318 3io12.2' 23°02.0' 25 Mar 11, 0127 Feb 07, 1535
2 842 4649 35°55.5' 26°59.0' 26 Mar 14, 2326 Feb 06, 0141
1 843 4101 35°03.4' 26°01.8' 25 Mar 15, 184 Feb 05, 0537
Notes:
. There ar two colum of number under MOORIG. 5 is the number asigned for
scentific us. # is the WHOI moorig number.
. 'mv' is the magetic vaation, in °E; applied to cut diction vaues obtained by
the instruent.
. The deployment cruse was, leg 3 of the Marthon XI crse of the R/V Thomai
Waihington. The recvery wa mae ,on RR Dúcol1ery, crse #165A.
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Table 2: Data Durations, Depth, and Quality
Data Instruent Depth Number Star End
Name Number (m) of Days Date Date Quality Notes
..
Battery outgassed8341 V-590P 192 0
8342 V-325P 741 721 02/24/85 02/13/87 Current data only
449 02/24/85 05/15/86 Early failure of MX
data (temp/pressure)
8343 V -375 1493 721 02/24/85 02/13/87
8344 M-260C 3993 721 02/24/85 02/13/87
8351 V-181P 408 719 02/27/85 02/14/87 Depth adjusted
8352 V-IMP 958 553 02/27/85 02/14/87 Se text
8353 V-5115 1709 719 02/27/85 02/14/87
8354 M-277C 4209 719 02/27/85 02/14/87
8361 V-177P 145 638 02/28/85 11/26/86 Battery failure
8362 V-115P 697 0 No tape pulled
8363 V-5105 1446 719 02/28/85 02/15/87
8364 M-207C 3947 719 02/28/85 02/15/87
8371 V-109P 291 0 Tape proòlem, see text
8372 V-141P 841 713 03/02/85 02/11/87
8373 V -436 1593 713 03/02/85 02/11/87
8374 M-261C 4092 713 03/02/85 02/11/87
8381 V-I83P 195 705 03/11/85 02/12/87
8382 V -366P 745 705 03/11/85 02/12/87
8383 V-5110 1497 705 03/11/85 02/12/87
8384 M-238C 3996 705 03/11/85 02/12/87
8391 V-182P 150 230 03/12/85 10/26/85 Vibration
150 393 03/12/85 04/07/86 See text
8392 V-I63P 699 0 Tape problem, see text
8393 V-5117 1451 699 03/12/85 02/07/87
8394 M-256C 3951 176 03/12/85 09/02/85 Velocity data only
699 03/12/85 02/07/87 Temperature only
8404 M-227C 4055 699 03/12/85 02/07/87
"8411 V-204P 194 613 03/13/85 11/14/86 Battery failure
8412 V-137P 744 697 03/13/85 02/06/87 t
8413 V-381 1496 697 03/13/85 02/06/87 r
8414 M-250C 3995 697 03/13/85 02/06/87
8421 V-589P 210 692 03/16/85 02/04/87
8422 V-I64P 760 685 03/16/85 01/28/87 Tape damaged, se text
High rotor threshold
8423 V-I03 1512 692 03/16/85 02/04/87
8424 V-681 4011 692 03/16/85 02/04/87
8431 V-118P 203 355 03/17/85 03/05/86 Battery failure
8432 V-131P 753 0 Clock board faiure
8433 V-113P 1505 690 03/17/85 02/03/87
8434 V -685 3503 690 03/17/85 02/03/87
-24-
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Table 3: Preøsure Information
Data Instrument Nominal NOYFB Pressure Most Frquent
Name Number Depth Depth Mi Max Rage Pressure Depth
(m) .. (m) (dbar ) ( dbar) (m)
832 V -325P 700 741 753 1490 737 750 745
8351 V-181P 200 108 412 LLOS 693 420. 418
8352 V-134P 700 658 96 1653 687 970. 963
8361 V-177P 200 145 167 585 418 170 169
8372 V-141P 700 841 842 1749 907 840 834
8381 V-183P 200 195 205 1148 94 205 204
8382 V -366P 700 745 759 1699 94 770 765
8391 V-182P 200 150 209 982 773 209. 208
8411 V-204P 200 194 205 723 518 210 209
8412 V-137P 700 744 760 1280 520 760 755
8421 V -589P 200 210 159 639 480 225 224
8422 V-l64P 700 760 781 1171 390 785 780
8431 V-H8P 200 203 208 897 689 400. 398











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 5: Spectral Informtion Table
(number of pieces for al spetral plots = 1)
Points Total
File Name Variables Per Piec Data Cycles
8342ATP1800 T 21384 21479
8342A1S00 V 3460 3411
8343B1S00 V,T 3460 3422
834C1H V,T 17280 17305
8351A1SOO V,T)' 3496 3415
8352D1800 V,T)' 3496 3414
8353A1SOO V,T 3496 3415
835BIH V,T 17248 17257
8361A1S00 V,T)' 30618 306
8363B1S00 V,T 3496 3414
8364C1H V,T 1728 17257 i
8372A1S00 V,T)' 34200 34227
8373B1S00 V,T 34200 34226
8374C1H V,T 17100 17113
8381B1SOO V,T)' 33800 336
8382A1S00 V,T)' 3300 3383
8383A1S00 V,T 33800 3383
838B1H V,T 16900 16923
8391C1800 V,T)' 11016 11041
8393A1SOO V,T 33534 3355
8394TC1H T 16758 16777
8394BIH V 422 4225
8404CIH V,T 16758 16777
8411ACl80 V,T)' 2940 2948
8412A1S00 V,T)' 3396 33459
8413B1S00 V,T 3396 33458
8414BIH V,T 16698 16729
8421A1S00 V,T)' 33212 33219
8422QQ1S00 V,T)' 32832 32882
8423B1S00 V,T 33212 33218
8424Al80 V,T 3312 33219
841B1S00 V,T)' 17000 17042
843B1SOO V,T)' 3308 33122 ,
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Diagram of typical mooring
-31-
Syntactic sphere w/raJio Ii light
i m 3/8" chain
8 m 5/16" wire
Pressue VAC
544 m 3/16" wire
Pressure VACM
734 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
VACM
500 m 3/16" wire
ORE transponder
1000 m ì" Kevlar
978 m ì" Kevlar
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
850 curent meter
500 m ì" Kevlar
300 m ì" Kevlar
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
Acoustic release
3 m l" chain
10 m 13/16" nylon
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Figure 5
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Satellite Infrared Images of the Agulhas Retroflexion Region
K. Luetkeeyert and P. Flent*
tColorao Center for Astro-Dyncs, Universty of Colorao, Boulder, CO






NOAA-9 satellte therm infard images, acquired in Local Area Coverage (LAC)
format by the CSIR Satellte Remote Sensing Center in Hartebeeshoek (South Africa),
were purchasd by WHOI in support of the Agu Retroflection Experiment for the
period 28 Januar 1985 to 28 Janua 1986.
The images were process on the WHOI remote-seng VAX. The processing
system used softwae described by Young and Fabe (1981) and Luetkemeyer (1987). The
images were geometricaly corrected for Earh rotation and curtur and mapped to a
common Mercator grd with a pixel size of 4.4 la. The cordnates of the corners and
center of the grd are given in Table 1. Only chanel 4, the thermal infard chanel
(1.5 pm to 11.5 pm) commonly usd to estimate sea-sur temperatur, was processe.
It was not possible to decode temperature cabration inormtion from the teleme-
try data because CSIR tapes were wrtten in a format different from the format used in the
United States. Ten-bit raw ser counts in the range 0-500 were converted to 8-bit pixels
in the range 0-200; raw sensor counts in the range 501-1023 corrpond to cold clouds and
were set to 255. A crude equation to cabrate pixel vaues z in the range 0-200 shown
in this report to Celsius temperature Tis:
T-190-1.172z
Temperaturs of 15°C, 20°C, and 25°C corrpond approximately to pixel vaues of 150,
145, and 140.
We began to process the images sequentialy, starin with March, 1985, but it
soon appeaed that a major problem usng theral infrard images in this region is cloud
cover. Figue 1, reproduced frm Lutjehars and Valentine (1988), shows the percentage
of cloud-free images south of Africa. A shar grent is see from f' 30% at 35°S to less
than 5% at 400S.
To select images worth procesing, the fi browse-fie archved in Harebeeshoek
was examned visuay~Table 2 lists, for the period November, 1984 to Februar, 1987,
parialy cloudless images and their cloud cover for five aras A-B-C-D-E of the Agu
Curent. Upper ca letter indicate a clear imge, lower cas letter indicate scattered
clouds. The ditribution of thes imges is graphed in Figue 2. In Table 2, the images
processed at WHOI ar marked by *. The procese images ar shown in microfiche 5.
On the negative fi, cold temperatur ar represeted by light shades and war temper-




Four one-week periods contained a sufcient number of clear images to construct
composite images of sea-sunac temperatur: Februar 29 to March 9, March 24 to
March 27, August 12 to Augut 18, and October 16 to October 21. Composites were
constructed by selecting, at eac pixel, the warest temperature among al the images
avalable for the period. The composites were further fitered by a 3 x 3 median fiter, to
..
reduce the clutter due to smal clouds. Although this procedur biases temperatures high,
the main motivation for constructing the composites is visual interpretation of ocean fea-
tures rather than absolute temperatur determnations. The composite images are shown
color-coded in the main report and in bla-and-white in microfiche 5.
Copies of the raw data tapes for the period Januar 28, 1985 to Januar 28, 1986
are archived at WHO!. Tapes for other times can be purchasd from:
Satelte Remote Sening Center
National Institute for Telecommuncation Rearch
Post Offce Box 3718
Johanesburg 2000, South Afrca
T.27-12-265271
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Table 1: Geographic Grid
Point Row Colum Latitude Longitude
Upper Left 1 1 27°04'S 13°23'E
Upper Right 1 512 27°04'S 38°44'E
Center 256.5 256.5 37°1O'S 26°04'E
Lower Left 512 1 47° 16'S 13°23'E
Lower Right 512 512 47° 16'S 38°44'E
-60-
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Table 2: list of partilly clear imges
yea monthday ho/mi (U clear in prse
1984 1231 1512 C
1985 0101 1459 be
1985 0117 1301 ab
1985 0205 1336 B
1985 0205 1426 ab
1985 0214 1340 e
1985 0215 1329 be
1985 0216 1318 be
1985 0217 1308 abd
1985 0217 1519 bd
1985 0223 1346 C
1985 0226 007 e
1985 0228 1251 ab .
1985 0301 1240 a .
1985 0302 1240 a .
1985 0304 124 b .
1985 0305 1339 b .
1985 0306 1328 be .
1985 0307 1318 b .
1985 0308 1307 abe
1985 0309 1256 ab .
1985 0311 1234 a .
1985 0312 1224 ae .
1985 0313 1335 b .
1985 0314 134 d .
1985 0315 1333 b .
1985 0316 1322 b .
1985 0317 1312 b .
1985 0319 1250 b .
1985 0320 1239 b .
1985 0324 1338 e .
1985 0325 1327 d .
1985 0326 0501 be
1985 0326 1317 be .
1985 0327 0437 BcD
1985 0327 1307 abd .
1985 043 1332 B
1985 0416 1305 AB
1985 0417 0017 A
1985 0515 1249 aB
1985 0526 005 aBe
1985 0530 1330 e .
1985 0531 1321 b
1985 061 002 Bcd
19S5 061 1309 Be
1985 06 1257 bCd
1985 063 124 aBd
1985 06 1324 ABd
1985 0617 1339 aB
1985 0618 1328 aB
-61-
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year monthday hour/min (UT clear in prossd
1985 0621 1256 abD
1985 0621 1731 ABD
1985 0626 1344 C
1985 0627 1333 BcD
1985 0628 1322 abe
1985 0630 1300 abe
1985 0701 0024 abe
1985 0702 0013 ABCd
1985 0710 1255 Ad
1985 0717 0054 be
1985 0717 1321 be
1985 0718 003 be
1985 0718 1310 abee
1985 0719 0034 abee
1985 0728 1304 B
1985 0730 1242 Abc *
1985 0731 1231 ABCDE
1985 0801 1220 ae
1985 0804 1330 B
1985 0805 0054 ABd
1985 0805 1319 ABd
1985 0810 1827 ABd
1985 0811 1805 Ad
1985 0812 134 c
1985 0813 1335 C
1985 0815 1313 abee *
1985 0815 1818 Abee
1985 0816 1302 ABed *
1985 0816 1756 ABeD
1985 0817 1251 ABCD *
1985 0817 1735 Ade
1985 0818 1241
1985 0821 1351 Bc *
1985 0825 1308 be
1985 0825 1801 aBed
1985 082 0030 ab
1985 0826 1256 ABc
1985 0830 1753 C
1985 0913 1305 al
1985 0914 1255 cD
1985 0916 2357 abc
1985 100 1331 BC
1985 1010 0055 be
1985 1010 1321 ABc
1985 1011 1309 Ae
1985 1012 0031 AE
1985 1012 1259 AE
1985 1014 1239 ae
1985 1016 1356 'b *
1985 1017 134 be *
1985 1018 1336 BCDE
1985 1019 1326 BD *
-62-
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mootbday bo/m (U clear in .yea
1985 1020 1315 Aba .
1985 1021 1303 bDe .
1985 1022 0020 Bcd
1985 1103 140 be .
1985 1111 1242 Id
1985 1113 140 be
1985 1.u5 1339 ABc
1985 1117 1318 AbD
1985 1204 1337 cd
1985 1214 1330 be
1985 1216 003 be
1986 0101 1339 AbE
1986 0109 1355 c
1986 0110 134 B
1986 0111 1333 B
1986 0119 1349 Be
1986 0120 1338 cd
1986 0127 1403 C
1986 0128 1354 c
1986 0129 1242 be
1986 0201 1310 be
1986 0202 0034 &b
1986 0202 1301 Bcd
1986 0203 1250 Id
1986 0206 1358 c
1986 0207 1347 be
1986 0217 1341 Ac
1986 0218 1331 AB
1986 0317 134 BcD
1986 0326 134 ABcE
1986 0327 1338 ABc
1986 04 1341 BcD
1986 04 1331 ABc
1986 04 1320 Ab
1986 0413 1357 AB
1986 0414 1345 c
1986 0415 1335 ab
1'86 0423 1350 be
1986 0506 005 ABc
1986 0507 0034 ab
1986 068 140 ABCD
1986 06 0122 ABc
1986 06 1349 ABc
1986 093 1334 ABc
1986 09 006 ABc
1986 0912 1337 Ab
1986 0913 1326 ADE
1986 09 1407 BCD
1986 090 134 A
1986 1008 140 AB
1986 1011 1327 ABc
1986 1017 140 AB
-63-
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year monthday bor/mi (UI clear in prssd
1986 1019 1343 BOE
1986 1106 1352 AB
1986 1123 1408 aba
1986 1124 1358 ABdE
1986 1125 0120 Bde
1986 1208 002 be
1986 1208 1309 be
1986 1215 1334 ABcDE
1986 1217 1313 AB
1986 1219 1432 BCD
1986 1220 1421 ABed
1986 1224 1338 BCOE
1986 1226 1316 BCDE
1986 1230 1414 C
1987 0101 1353 A
1987 0102 0115 be
1987 0102 1342 BCD
1987 0103 1331 BO
1987 0104 1320 C
1987 0108 1418 BC
1987 0111 1345 Ade
1987 0112 1334 AD
1987 0113 1324 AE
1987 0127 1415 Ab
1987 0128 1404 b
1987 0130 1342 b
1987 0131 1331 AE
1987 0204 1430 BC
1987 0205 1419 A
1987 0206 1408 be
1987 0207 0130 A
1987 0208 0117 Be
1987 0208 1346 ABd
1987 0209 1335 AE
1987 0211 005 a
1987 0211 0112 Be
1987 0214 1423 A
1987 0215 1411 be
1987 0216 140 be
1987 0217 0122 be
1987 0217 1350 AE
1987 0219 1328 a
-64-
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Fig. 1. P~rc~ntg~ 0/ cloud1r~~ time south of Afca, from 6 y~tls of METEOSAT imag~s.
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Fig. 2. Graph of clear imag~s over each r~gion of the retof~cton: . cloudl~u, , scat-




Figue 3: Composite image of sea-surace temperatues for 24 March to 27 March (top),
12 August to 18 August (center) and 16 October to 21 October, 1985 (bottom),
constrcted by selectig, at each pixel, the warest temperatue for the period.






(CTD /02) Observtions in the Agulh Retroflexion
Febru~/~arCh, 1985
M. Francis, S. Bentt t, and J. Toole
Woods Hole Oceanogrphic Intitution, Woods Hole, Massaustts 02543






The Aguas Curent is the poleward-direted western boundar curent of the
South Indian Ocean. The curent axs is typicay found just offshore from the continental
shelf break along the southwest African cot, Figue 1. At approximately 35°S, the
extreme southern extent of the Aguas Ban, the cuent separates from the shelf an~
shortly thereafter tur bac to the east: a featur termed the Retroflection (Bang and
Pearce, 1970). The eastward directed portion of the flow after the retroflection is caled.
the Agulhas Return Curent.
A series of 92 oceanographic stations were occupied in the Aguas Retroflection
region durg a curnt meter deployment crse aboad the R/V Thoma& W IUhington
in Februar/March 1985, Figue 2. The Aguas cruse was the third leg of a multi-
investigator study of the South Atlantic Ocean frm the Wa&hington. Station numberig
was consecutive on the three crses; the Aguas data set consists of stations 207-298. The
samplig constituted a spatial suey of the temperature, salnity and dissolved oxygen
concentration fields of the Aguas Curent, the Retur Curent and several rings discov-
ered in the area (both wa- and cold-cored). The obsetions signficatly increased the
data bas south of the Afrcan continent; previous sureys were conducted in 1969 by South
African investigators (Hars and va Foreest, 1978) and 1983 by a U.S. team (Gordon et
al., 1987). The present data set is notable for its good spatial resolution (station spacing
on cross-stream trancts is 20-0 km) and coverage of the deep and bottom waters (al
but 20 stations extend to within 200 m of the ocea bottom). The following section out-
lines the instruentation used and methods of data reduction. The synopsis section gives
a brief overview of the hydrgraphic conditions observed on the crse. Station listings are
contaied on microfiche which ar par of this report.
Instrumentation and Data Reduction Methods
A Neil Brown Intruent Systems Conductivity-Temperature-Depth-disslved Oxy-
gen (CTD /02) pro fier was employed on the crse. A single instruent was employed for
the entire crse (WHOI CTD number 9). CTD 9 exhbited ver stable sensrs throughout
the voyage. Water samples were collected with a General Oceancs Inc. 24-plac/1.2-liter
rosette durg upcasts and analyzed for sanity and disolved oxygen content. Salnity
samples were procesd on a Guildlne Inc. Autosal saometer. Manua oxgen titration
was conducted usng a modied Winer techque. A 12 kHz pinger wa mounted on the
CTD underwater pacge to faciltate sampling close to the oce bottom. Becus of the
large termal velocity of the smal underwater pacge, lowerg rates of order 120 m/mi
were aceved. Consequentl;i fu ocean depth cats were completed in 2-2.5 hour.
Data calbration and reduction followed the discussion of Millard (1982). Pre
and post-cruse laboratory cabrations of the CTD sensrs wer made in the WHOI
-71-
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calibration facilty. Pre-cruse calibrations were conducted on 30 July, 1984 and post-
cruse calbrations were on 20 May, 1985. Differences in the two calibrations were small;
since it wa closer in time to the actual at-sea data acquisition, the post-cruse calibration
was utilzed exclusively for the present data set.
These laboratory data provided the sole calbration information for the temperature
and pressure data obtained with the CTD (i.e., no thermometry was conducted at sea). A
cubic polynomial, fit to the CTDjdea-weight-testor presur cabration data (obtained
when presue wa increasing with time), was applied to the raw CTD data:
PRESSURE
Bias Slope Quadatic Cubic
11.22870 0.993526E-1 0.258851E-7 -0.290407E-12
In simlar fashion, a quadatic polynomial, fit to the CTD jprecision-standard tem-





The water sample data ar used to obtain calbration inormation for the conduc-
tivity and dissolved oxygen ces. A linea regresion fit to CTD conductivity data and
conductivity derived from roette water sample data was usd to determe the fial con-
ductivity scalng factors. The entire station data set (with the exception of 6 casts) wa
used in the regrion. A fit was fit done for the conductivity bias and slope correction
term over the fu water colum. The data was subsquently refit, after applying the
conductivity bias term determed above, for conductivity slope in the dee water (tem-
peraturs below 3°C). Ou abilty to employ a single calbration for the conductivity data
is evidence of the stabilty of this sensr durng the cruse.
CONDUCTIVITY
Bias Slope Basd on Fit to Stations
. 0.01794593 0.99914385966E-3 207-298
(les 215, 216, 243, 251, 256, 292)
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Unlke the other sensrs, the oxgen sensr on CTD 9 was not stable durng the
Agulhas cruse. Multiple station grups were us for fitting the CTD profie datca to the
corresponding water sample data. This cabration work resuted, however, in stable deep
water potential temperatur I oxgen relations in the study region.
Ultimately the accuracy of the derved saty and oxygen data hinges on the ac-
curacy of the water sample data. Noise in water saple data typicay reults in large par
from impenect sapling and analysis procedur. Chief among these problems on the
Wa"hington cruse was rado frequency electrical intenerence whiCh afected the salnome-
ter. This diffculty was mimized by schedulng salnometer operations during quieter
periods of the day. Sensor stabilty alows averaging acs multiple stations with a com-
mensurate reduction of random nois error. Basd on water sample data and consistency
of potential temperaturnity-ogen profies within sub-regions of the Retroflection
ara, we believe the Agu cruse salnity and oxygen data ar internaly accurate to
0.001 psu and 0.03 ml/i resectively. Comparson to previous obsetions from the area,
paricularly the data of Gordon et al. (1987), suggests the 1985 sanity data have an
absolute accury of order 0.003 psu.
Synopsis of the Observtions
The Agu Curt durng the 1985 W uhington crse retroflected bac to the
east around 15°E, Figue 1, nearly its extreme westerost extenson basd on previous
observtions (Lutjehas and Balegooyen, 1988). The CTD/02 obsrvtions consist of
a series of trancts across this curnt system. Station locations were dictated by two
constraints: a plan to obtai sever "closed boxes" of stations suitable for mang mass
budget calculations, and the reuireent that the ten-mooring cuent meter aray be
deployed when wether permtted. A consquence of this latter constrat is that station
positions lie roughy along trants connecting moorig positions. Table Illsts the station
positions, times and depths sampled.
A detailed analysis of these hydrgraphic data wa conducted by S. Bennett in her
dissertation, "Where Three Ocean Meet: The Aguas Retroflection." She discussed the
structure of the curent obseed durg the 1985 crse. The Aguas system is strongly
barocllnic as evidenced by sections which span the curent, Figue 3. Latera density gra-
dients (and hence verica shea of the horizontal velocity) extend thrughout tne water
colum. The mass tranport of the surace-intensifed Agu Curent is order 90 Sv but
vaes radcaly with distance along the curnt tra in the 1985 suey (Benett, 1988).
Water mas chterstics indicate the Retroflection region contains waters of both At-
lantic and Indian Ocean origin, as well as waters that ar localy formed by winter coling.
Analysis of the water characterstics and mas tranort field suggests that the Agu
is chefy located above 2000 db depth. Thi fiding is corrborated by the observtion
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in 1985 that the axs of the Aguhas Retur Curent passed diectly over the Agulhas
Plateau, a bathymetric feature extending shalower than 3000 m depth.
Also sampled during the cruse were two war-core rings southwest of the African
continent, and a cold-core ring between the Aguas Curent and Retur Curent, Figure 1.
This latter featur was the fist observtion of a cold featur within the Aguas/Retur
Current loop. The Agulhas tranport field was strongly distorted in the vicinity of the
cold ring; evidence suggests that a portion of the curent field retroflected back to the east
upstream from the ring.
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T Ll 1 CTD station positions, times, and maximum pressures occupied on R/V Thoma3a e :
Wa3hington cruise in Feb/Mar 1985.
THOMAS WASHINGTON CRUISE 113




SH CRU STAT DV CST cm DA MO YR ST GMT END GM LATITUDE LONGITUDE P MAX
---- ------ -------- ---------
TW 3 207 'X 000 9 20 2 85 1312 1342 -34 25.15 18 23.08 135.0TW 3 208 X 000 9 20 2 85 1443 1458 -34 27.81 18 16.09 285.0TW 3 209 X 000 9 20 2 85 1617 1636
-34 30.87 18 4.87 281.0TW 3 210 X 000 9 20 2 85 1751 1823 -34 31.14 18 3.36 635.0TW 3 211 X 000 9 20 2 85 2104 2155
-34 39.91 17 48.04 1391. 0TW 3 212 E 001 9 20 2 85 2340 114 -34 45.13 17 37.63 2085.0TW 3 213 X 000 9 21 2 85 233 326 -34 52.55 17 21. 21 2765.0TW 3 214 X 000 9 21 2 85 718 812 -35 5.58 16 54,82 3411. 0TW 3 215 X 000 9 21 2 85 1159 1249
-35 17.08 16 27.12 4079.0TW 3 216 X 000 9 21 2 85 1700 1836 -35 32.31 16 0.31 4573.0TW 3 217 X 000 9 21 2 85 2240 2336 -36 1.05 15 54.64 4509.0TW 3 218 X 000 9 22 2 85 331 505 -36 30.00 15 48.90 4657.0TW 3 219 X 000 9 22 2 85 919 1020 -36 59.70 15 43.40 4707.0TW 3 220 X 000 9 22 2 85 1421 1555 -37 29.07 15 36.81 4755.0TW 3 221 X 000 9 22 2 85 2350 48 -38 0.16 15 30.82 4809.0TW 3 222 X 000 9 23 2 85 1140 1240 -38 19.01 15 10.31 4703.0TW 3 223 X 000 9 23 2 85 1648 1835 -38 38.48 14 46.31 4805.0TW 3 224 X 000 9 24 2 85 441 635
-39 0.54 14 12.73 4303.0TW 3 225 X 000 9 24 2 85 1402 1538
-39 14.20 15 0.95 4655.0TW 3 226 X 000 9 24 2 85 2038 2207
-39 24.89 15 32.38 3241.0TW 3 227 X 000 9 25 2 85 333 436 -39 43.33 16 0.59 3603.0TW 3 228 X 000 9 25 2 85 1342 1433 -40 8.16 16 31. 59 3811. 0TW 3 229 X 000 9 25 2 as 1857 2003 -40 43.45 17 2.25 2677.0TW 3 230 E 000 9 26 2 85 17 113 -41 20.38 17 31.24 4031. 0TW 3 231 X 000 9 26 2 85 1223 1320
-41 59.08 17 49.73 4535.0TW 3 232 X 000 9 26 2 85 1736 1855 -42 30.30 17 59.30 5007.0TW 3 233 X 000 9 26 2 85 2346 45 -42 59.55 17 59.57 4807.0TW 3 234 X 000 9 27 2 85 457 604 -43 30.51 17 56.80 4803.0TW 3 235 X 000 9 27 2 85 1012 1104 -43 58.94 17 58.02 4613.0TW 3 236 X 000 9 27 2 85 1505 1606 -44 27.50 17 52.50 4807.0TW 3 237 X 000 9 27 2 85 2019 2122
-45 1.66 17 58.35 4309.0TW 3 238 X 000 9 1 3 85 512 700 -40 5.28 19 44.18 5009.0TW 3 239 X 000 9 7 3 85 2208 2214 -35 59.74 19 59.81 159.0TW 3 240 X 000 9 7 3 85 2326 2334 -36 5.79 19 49.58 257.0TW 3 241 X 000 9 8 3 85 100 119 -36 13.77 19 40.41 1193.0TW 3 242 X 000 9 8 3 85 247 327 -36 19.59 19 29.44 2655.0TW 3 243 X 000 9 8 3 85 640 726 -36 41. 34 19 18.05 3617.0TW 3 244 E 000 9 8 3 85 1223 1334 -37 0.56 18 57.68 4003.0TW 3 245 X 000 9 8 3 85 1804 1910 -37 33.24 18 43.99 4557.01'W 3 246 X 000 9 8 3 85 2311 100 -38 0.45 18 30.30 4605.0
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Table 1: CTD station positions, times, and maximum presures occupied on R/V Thom4J
(cant .l W4Jhington cruise in Feb/Mar 1985.
SH CRU STAT 'f CST CTD DA KO YR ST GM EN . GM I,TITUE LONGITUE P MAX
-- --- --- -- -- --- -- --
----- -------- ---------
'l 3 247 X 000 9 9 3 85 930 1026 -38 30.72 18 29.00 4739.0
'l 3 248 X 000 9 9 3 85 1651 1752 -38 29.66 19 29.94 4629.0
'l 3 249 X 000 9 10 3 85 19 121 -38 30.01 20 30. 13 5217.0
'l 3 250 X 001 9 10 3 85 1045 1206 -37 51. 89 21 7.56 4705.0
'l 3 251 X 000 9 10 d 85 1707 1835 -38 29.93 21 33.11 5055.0
'l 3 252 X 000 9 10 3 85 2250 2358 -38 30.19 22 16.11 5139.0
'l 3 253 X 000 9 11 3 85 857 1000 -38 25.50 22 59.40 5291.0
TW 3 254 X 000 9 11 3 85 1318 1425 -38 4.16 22 59.37 4883.0
'J 3 255 X 000 9 11 3 85 1812 1920 -37 34.49 22 58.67 5001. 0
'l 3 256 X 000 9 12 3 85 910 917 -36 12.44 21 58.11 211. 0
'l 3 257 X 000 9 12 3 85 1031 1041 -36 20.31 22 8.04 405.0
'l 3 258 X 000 9 12 3 85 1143 1202 -36 26.96 22 14.19 915.0
'l 3 259 X 000 9 12 3 85 1333 1405 -36 31. 17 22 27. 11 2267.0
'l 3 260 X 000 9 12 3 85 1646 1718 -36 51.02 22 42.67. 2477 . 0
'l 3 261 X 000 9 12 3 85 2031 2144 -37 9.96 23 7.42 3309.0
TW 3 262 E 000 9 13 3 85 146 254 -37 35.89 23 32.59 5425.0
TW 3 263 X 000 9 13 3 85 717 816 -37 59.10 23 59.80 5171.0
TW 3 264 X 000 9 13 3 85 1200 1307 -3S 0.26 24 29.00 4853.0
TW 3 265 X 000 9 13 3 85 1640 1743 -38 1.36 24 58.43 4065.0
TW 3 266 X 000 9 13 3 85 2113 2158 -37 59.51 25 30.92 3509.0
TW 3 267 X 000 9 14 3 85 101 139 -37 58.92 26 1.40 2979.0
TW 3 268 X 000 9 14 3 85 518 555 -37 29.83 26 15.01 2819.0
TW 3 269 X 001 9 14 3 85 958 1040 -37 0.04 26 30.21 3191.0
TW 3 270 X 000 9 14 3 85 1453 1542 -36 30.39 26 45.70 3549.0
TW 3 271 X 000 9 15 3 85 7 103 -35 54.26 26 56. 15 4689.0
TW 3 272 X 000 9 15 3 85 353 457 -35 40.14 26 41.20 4635.0
TW 3 273 X 000 9 15 3 85 11 1205 -35 19.29 26 20.58 4225 .0
'l 3 274 X 000 9 15 3 85 1924 2012 -35 6.30 25 52.01 4131. 0
'l 3 275 X 000 9 15 3 85 22l' 1 -34 52.93 25 51.72 3501. 0
'l 3 276 X 000 9 16 3 85 1 6 239 -34 46.36 25 43.91 2103.0
'l 3 277 X 000 9 16 3 85 4)2 459 -34 37.13 25 37.32 1715.0
'l 3 278 X 000 9 16 3 85 634 657 -34 30.65 25 33. 10 607.0
'l 3 279 E 000 9 22 3 85 1853 1931 -38 17.84 26 11.62 2529.0
'l 3 280 X 000 9 22 3 85 2202 2244 -38 36.34 26 24.43 2807 .0
'l 3 281 X 000 9 23 3 85 121 211 -38 51.41 26 35.99 2613 .0
'l 3 282 X 000 9 23 3 85 622 704 -39 11.82 26 46.56 3009.0
'l 3 283 X 001 9 23 3 85 954 1032 -39 30.46 26 58.22 2611.0
'l 3 284 X 000 9 23 3 85 1625 1710 -39 59.36 26 0.12 2337.0
'l 3 285 X 001 9 23 3 85 2017 2053 -39 50.06 25 37.74 2501. 0
'l 3 286 X 000 9 23 3 85 2357 43 -39 39.32 25 16.20 2709 .0
'l 3 287 X 000 9 24 3 85 358 450 -39 26.23 24 54.05 2961. 0
'l 3 288 X 000 9 24 3 85 734 824 -39 17.31 24 30.96 3533.0
'l 3 289 X 000 9 24 3 85 1154 1308 -38 59.82 23 58.46 3999.0
'l 3 290 E 000 9 24 3 85 1639 1751 -38 45.65 23 26.63 5293.0
'l 3 291 X 000 9 26 3 85 559 655 -38 0.16 19 59. 57 4829.0
'l 3 292 X 000 9 26 3 85 902 917 -37 50.38 19 59.35 1229 . 0
'l 3 293 X 000 9 26 3 85 1044 1130 -37 39.64 19 59.69 4397.0
'l 3 294 X 000 9 26 3 85 1338 1352 -37 29.69 19 59.47 1005.0
'! 3 295 X 000 9 26 3 85 1512 1552 -37 19.92 19 57.59 2659.0
'l 3 296 X 000 9 26 3 85 1828 1847 -37 11. 60 19 59.48 1263.0
'l 3 297 X 000 9 26 3 85 2106 2131 -36 59.97 20 0.02 1705.0
'l 3 298 X 000 9 26 3 85 2322 2351 -36 50.17 19 59.61 1509.0
CRUISE KINIM DATE KIN LAT/LN KX LAT/LN INST NV KIN MAX TOT P WH
------ -------- - -- ---- -------- -- -- --- --- - --





l5°E 20° 25° 30°
Figure 1. Map of the path of the Aguhas Curnt axs observed on the R/V Tkomu W uk-
ington cruise in Feb/Mar 1985. Also shown ar locations of two war core rings
southwest of the Afrcan continent and a cold core ring discovered between the Ag-
ulhas and Return Curent.
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10" E: 12"30'E: 151 E: 17a30 'E: 20" E: 22"30 'E: 251 E: 27130 .r ,3'J: r
Figu 2. The location of CTD/02 stations occupied on the RlV Thorn/ii WlUhington crse
in Febru/March, 1985. The Aguas work on WlUhington wa preed by two
other hydrgrphic cruise in the South Atlatic. The fit station of the Agu
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AGUlH SEC. 0 - SANIl
160 120 80 40 0 -40
AGULHAS SEC, 0 - THETA
Figue 3. Vertical sections of sanity, potential temperatur, disslved oxygen and geostrophic
velocity (relative to the deeest common level of adjacent stations) consnicted from
data which .spaned the Agu Curent just afer it separated from the continental
sheH (see int). .
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Current Observations from ARGOS-Tracked Surface Drifters
..
A. Specer and J. Luytn
Woods Hole Oceaogrphic Initution





Durng the Agu Retroflexion Experient, ten ARGOS-tracked sunace drfters
were deployed to trace the path of the Aguas Curent. Our origina intention wa to
deploy drfters from the shp as we were tracng the cuent path using XBTs. Five of the
drfters were supplied by Don Olsn (RSMAS, University of Miam) and were deployed
for him in rigs durng the Thoma, W A,hington Cruse. One drfter was deployed for
Robert Chas (WHOI) in the curent durng this crse. Four additional drfters arved in
Capetown after the termation of the Thomu W uhington cruse. These were deployed
off Durban.durg 1986 by Joha Lutjeha (CSIR/NRIO, Stellenbos). The data
from all of these drifters have been incorporated into the composite analyses of Evas and
Olson (RSMAS, personal communcation). Table 1 below suarzes time and location
information. Plots of the tracs of nie of the drfters follow in Figu 1. Temperature
ar not shown. The meaements ar avalable in the drfter fies on the disk in the back
envelope of this report.
Table 1: Drifter Location and Times
Launch Number
Date Launch Location End Date of Days
Float (in water) Lat oS Lon °E Launch Region of Trac in Water
3451 12/18/86 29.86 31.03 East of Durban 02/07/88 416
3452 04/23/86 29.87 30.98 East of Durban 09/19/86 149
3453. 06/30/86 29.87 30.98 East of Durban 07/09/86 10
3454 03/21/86 29.87 30.98 East of Durban 06/27/87 463
3455 03/19/85 38.77 16.12 So. of Capetown 07/07/85 110
3795 02/24/85 38.30 15.25 Capetown Eddy 06/30/85 126
3796 03/17/85 38.51 18.67 S.W. of Port E. 06/30/85 105
3797 02/24/85 38.60 14.55 Capetown Eddy 06/30/85 126
3798 02/20/85 34.47 18.27 Of Capetown 06/30/85 130
3799 03/18/85 36.96 21. 76 In Retroflexion 06/30/85 104
· Record was very short; data are not plotted.
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Float 3451 Dec. 86 - Dec. 87
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Float 3452 April 86 - Sept. 86















Float 3454 March 86 June 87
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Float 3455 March 85 July 85
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Float 3795 Feb. 85 June 85
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Float 3796 March 85 June 85












Float 3797 Feb. 85 June 85
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Agulhas Program aDd Data Files:
In the following sections, we desribe the computer program and data fies that
are included with this Techca Report, so that anyone can access the reduced, combined
data set, read the fies and display the data. Thi setion is organzed as follows: the file
structure is discussed, followed by desriptions of the reang and display programs. All
of the program are wrtten usng Microsoft QuickBasc 4.5. The source code is Íncluded
in ASCII.
We encourage you to us the DOS Utilty XCOPY to copy the contents of the disk,
together with its subdirectory structure to a hard disk and then to alter the parameter
DEFLT$, which is set to "a:," to whatever disk: \diretory is chosn for the data fies (see
listings below).
The Data Files:
The data and progr disk is organzed into seven subdirectories as follows:
Directory of A:\AGULHAS
READ ME 18902 3-30-90 9:45a
CURRNT ~Dm:: 8-2489 1:55p
SST ~Dm:: 8-24-89 1:41p SST Frontal Analyses
CTD ~Dm:: 8-2489 1:42p CTD stations,
RV Thoma& Wa&hington
DRI ~Dm:: 8-2489 1:42p Argos Driters
MAPS ~Dff:: 8-2489 1:42p Bathymetry
PROGRAMS -:Dff:: 8-2489 1:42p
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The curent meter data from the 31 velocity, temperature and pressure records has
been fitered with a runng mean Gaussian fiter, 24-hour hal-width, to remove vaabilty
with periods less than and equal to the inertial period, and subsapled once a day, at
1200Z. The basic control information and record lengh statistics frm thes observations
are given in the fie CMCONTRL.DAT (ASCII, se listing for the formats (initcm:J).
This information is used by the program to asign the nominal depth and location to the
data record. The velocity data ar contained in a random-access fie, AGULCM.RAN
wrtten by Microsoft QuickBasic 4.5. The data are stored in grups of four reels for 801
records. The fist record gives the record number, latitude, longitude, and depth. The
subsequent 800 records give vaues east (u) and north (v) in cm/sec, temperatur (T) in
°C and pressure (p) in decibars. These vaues ar the subsampled vaues, corresponding to
1200 UTC, sequentialy from 1 Januar 1985 to 11 March 1987. Missing data, for whatever
reasn, is given a vaue of -999.99. Thus the data from a particular day, j.year, and a
paricular current meter record, iem, are found at record number recno = 1 + (icm - 1)
* 801 + j.year.
The path of the Aguas Curent was determned from a surey of the upper ocean
thermal structur following the curent using XBTs. The techque was developed by
F\glister and used extensively durg Gul Stream '60 and subsequent studies to defie
the path the Gul Stream as the intersection of the 15°C temperature surace with 200-
m-depth horizon. In the Gul Stream, this has been asociated with the strongest par
of the near-surac horizontal flow, although other similar suraces may be used as well
(Rosby, personal communcation). The position of this intersction is determned by
interpolating between succesive XBTs, on either side of the location of T15. The path
of the Aguas Curnt reported her was made near the end of the mooring deployment
cruse aboard the RV Thoma3 Wa"hington, betwee 17 and 22 March, 1985. This path is
not an instantaneous snapshot, but extends over a five-day period.
The interpolated positions of the 15°C temperatur at 200-m depth are found in
the fie FIFTEEN .RAN, a random-access fie of latitude and longitude and sea-surfac
temperature (SST). The data ar stored as threeintegers/record. The:ft record consists
of the number of data records (141), the initial day and fial day of the series, successive















The frontal analyse of the se sunac temperatur frm satellte images of the
Aguas re~on have bee caed out by Erc Chagnet and Don Olson at RSMAS,
Univerity of Miam, and ar included her with thei perssion. Any questions concernng
the tecques of analysis or the interpretation should be addressed to them. The data ar
obtained from composite imges over a nomi14-day perod, although some analyse
ar for 7 or 21 days. The data conssts of two fies - AGPATH.DIR, which gives the
directory, and AGPATH.RAN which gives sequences of latitude, longitude, and SST for
the frontal boundary. The program usng subroutine intpaths, rea the AGPATH.DIR to
obtain the staring date (seuential day from 0 Januar 1985), lengh of averaging interv
(7, 14, or 21 days), number of data points and the initial recrd number in the data fie,
AGPATH.RAN. The data in AGPATH.RAN ar stored as three integers, lat*100, lon*100,
and (SST-10)*1000. Break in the frnt for rigs or whatever, ar indicated by a record

















The fie AGSTNLL.DAT consists of the positioIi, latitude and longitude, for the
stations occupied on RV Thoma& Wa&hington, durg the cnse in 1985. Data for al CTD
stations ar in the fie ALLCTD.dat. Thes data ar in the sae formt as used for the
ATLAS progr (Luyten and Stommel, 1988), and the fie ca be re and displayed
using that progr. Two program ar included in the "progam" directory, to re
(CMREAD.BAS) and to display the data (AGULCTD.BAS). The observtions have been
discus in detail by Bennett (1988).
Directory of A:\DRlFT
DRlFTER DAT 71992 8-23-89 1:22p
Durg the RV Thoma& Wa&hington cnse in 1985, si drters were deployed in
the Agu Curnt. Five of these were provided by Don Olsn, RSMAS, Univerity of
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Miam, and their trajectories ar included with his perssion. One wa provided by Bob
Chas and Jim Luyten. Another four drfters were supposd to have been deployed as well
but the srupment failed to arve in time. Thes drters were subsequently deployed by
Johann Lutjehars, NRlO, Stellenbosch, RSA durng 1986 and 1987.
The data from the ARGOS-tracked drters ar included in the fie DRIFTER.DAT,
a random-a.ces fie of fied record length (eight bytes), consisting of day, lat*100, lon*iOO,
(SST-1O)*1000, for eac of the 10 drfters. The data for a paricular day, jy, aid for drter
ifie is found at record=rec.drft = 1000 * (ife - 1) + jy. The IDs of the nine drfters are
3451, 3452, 3454, 3455, 3795, 3796, 3797, 3798, and 3799. One-day averages of positions
and SST vaues were constructed from the raw data fies as the basic data here.
Directory of A:\MAPS
MERCO DAT 1065 8-21-89 12:19p
AGULHASO DAT 116 8-29-89 1O:31a
AGULHASI DAT 172 8-29-89 10:31a i .\AGULHAS2 DAT 204 8-29-89 10:31a
AGULHAS3 DAT 408 8-29-89 1O:31a
AGULHAS4 DAT 512 8-29-89 10:31a
Thes data fies provide the bottom topography contour at 0, 1000, 2000, 3000, and
4000-m-depth, abstracted from the data bas maintained by the Inormation Processing
and Computer Laboratory at WHOI. The data appropriate to our region of interest ar in-
cluded here as random-access fies, with records consisting of two integers, lat*100,lon*100.
Jumps in position greater than two unts ar assumed to be discontinuities.
The fie MERCO.DAT contains the latitude conversion table for the mercator pro-
jection used in the display. The fie is read by the subroutine mercO, and is used by the


















The program that are included here ar al wrtten using Microoft QuickBasic,
version 4.5, and asume a VGA (640 x 480, 16 colors) display adapter for the graphics.
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This choice is initialzed nea the beging of ea progr with the statement SCREEN
12: PALETTE. Ther ar al statements which us the command LOCATE c,r where
c = 29 or 30. H one modifies the code for an EGA adapter, both SCREEN 9 and LOCATE
c,r where c.c = 25 should be us. The grphics ca be handled by using the WINDOW
SCREEN (0,0)-(640,480) com m8! d which wi defe the scre cordinates to be as they
would be for a VGA display.
Program ar provided which acces the individua data fies - curnt meters,
drfters, frontal paths, CTD data, etc. Thes progr ar also incorporated into the
main program which displays al of the velocity data, AGULHAS.BAS, and the other
progr which displays the CTD data, AGULCTD.BAS. Only thes two program are
described her in detaiL.
AGULHAS.BAS
The structure of the progr is as follows:
First some houskeeping, mercator projection, etc. Data fies ar initialize for
curent meters, paths, drters. Display menu giving key deftions:
Menu:
Aguas Retroflexion Array:
Data avaable from (sources given below):
Curent meters, surac drfter, SST frontal anyse,
XBT trac of T (200 meters) = 15°C
t
F
, Use curr keys in the numeric keyad to chane time in days







Keys: m for means
u to chane velocity scae
r to restar
t for T15
c to refrsh display
a .. for anmation
e for velocity ellpse
s for station locations
q to quit
? to se this display at any time
any key to continue
SST Frontal Analyses












Copyrght: Jim Luyten 25 Augut 1989
Select levels for curnt meter display, level 1 corresponds to 200-m-depth (nom-
inal), 2 = 750 m, 3 = 1500 m and 4 = 4000 m.
Begin display of data.
Time is in days, from 0 Januar 1985. The curor keys ca be used to step time
forwd or backwad, with the appropriate curent meter velocity vectors displayed for
that day. Time is displayed both as the day in the upper par of the display, and as a
yellow strip on the timeline along the bottom. The SST frontal analysis is shown for the
closest analysis, indicated by the red band along the timeline.
For the most par, both the program and its operation are self-explanatory, typing
the key ? wi suspend the display, show the menu and then again, re-establish the display
at the sae day.
CTDPLOT.BAS
This program displays the CTD data from the RV Thom~ W ~hington crse in
Februar-March, 1985, as par of the Aguas Retroflexion crse. The emphasis of the
data display is the diagnostic diagram of temperature V&. salnity, and disslved oxygen
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1M. salnity. The data ar selected from the complete 93-station fie. The curr keys ar
used to select stations for diplay and anysis. The cur keys ca then be usd to select
regions of the TIS diagram to display in detail, highghting the location of the observtions
in the section and geographica display. The color of the highlghted data points depends
upon the vaue of disslved oxygen, accordig to the color bar at the extreme left of the
display. .
In order to keep tra of the data withi'the data fie, a ver lage temporar fie is
created, often of 6-8 Mbytes, so it is impractica to ni this progr from the floppy disk.
The temporar fie will not overte existing fies on your disk, only fre space. This fie
is removed at the completion of the program.
The procedur for rung the progam is as follows:
Menu is displayed, giving deftion of keys, etc. Doman in T, S, and O2 space
is chosn. File is selected, data loaed and displayed. Curr keys ar activated
to move through the Diagnostic TIS space. Tying q termnates the program.
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